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Foreword

These are sayings meant for aspirants, called forth by Ch. Sattibabu popularly known as Satyadev.

He regularly visited me on Thursdays during my period of Corona, he collected these sayings with much devotion and discipline and distributed to like-minded people.

Halfway through, he felt that it could be useful if these sayings are printed page-wise and
distributed. Consequently, this booklet came to be.

May the sayings serve their purpose. May they help the aspirants who have already set themselves on the Path to Light.

I am thankful to Satyadev and the team Dhanishta for making this possible.

Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar

7.11.2022
Visakhapatnam
Let things move at their own pace.
We follow to fulfil.
May the *Golden Light* dispel the darkness of depression and lift up the psyche to the *Realms of Beauty!*
A good word, a timely help heals as much as a prayer does.
From noise to voice. From voice to silence. From silence to Voice of Silence. Disciple proceeds inwards to Listen.
Projects are fulfilled when procedures are honored! Pluto begins, Saturn concludes!
The Blue descends as Golden hue to heal and to Brilliant Orange to perform!

The Blue, the Golden hue and the Orange fulfil.
Temples turned active to turn over the tide of Corona.

Timetables framed to tide over times.
Virtues present the Omnipresent One.

Virtues pave the Way.

Virtue is goodwill in action.
Continuity of purpose, commitment and constant effort are the keys to progress.
Beings are overtaken by events.

Disciples strive to take over, while staying connected.
Men and Angels together can neutralize crisis of every kind.
The indomitable power of goodwill, dispels disease and restores vigor and vitality.
Be a giver.
The givers by nature are Healers. Giving, sharing and distributing are as much as the act of Healing.
The other is but Brother says Full-moon.

There is no other says New-moon!

16 are the steps to Bliss.
Let us stay connected, to tide-over the tricks of Time!
Presence of Master in Prayer eliminates erring perceptions.
Master is Universal.
As we relate to Him, our limited perceptions yield to universal perception. Be Open!
Engaging with Eshwara the Master (Higher Self) in you, in preference to any other, is truly self-engagement.
Realize that your hand is Master’s whenever you offer!

There is no such thing as our own hand!
Electric hints are possible when Silence is profound!
Impersonality led the Seers to align and integrate with the One.

Let our personalities merge in the One and May the One flow thru!
May Jupiter, the principle of expansion of consciousness help us to realize Vishnu: The Omnipresent One.
Listening to the vibrations of OM in the surroundings is the Key to the Presence.
Ours is the path of World Goodwill. The Divine cooperation is visible in this Path.
Passive Dynamism is yogic quality.
Unless Karma is cleared, one can not enter Ashrams of Light.
Trust is one virtue that keeps us afloat, forever and ever.
Boundaries set in the world submerge when friendliness prevails.
May we live as souls, aligning the personalities to The Soul!
Wisdom is in relating.
Joy is special wisdom.
The association with That is eternal.

Other associations are its splendor.

Do not deny It and do not deny the splendor.
The Golden Bridge of Leo enables crossover to the Super-mundane!
Ganesha is Guna-esha, he demands virtues in action.
Relate to The Soul and stay vitalized. Personality relations devitalize and drain you out.
An ever-offering hand, reaches far and wide.
Continuity of consciousness is the measure of evolution. Let’s strive for it.
Group is the other form of the Master.
Serve the Group as you serve the Master.
It’s the Aquarian way!
Let the voice be blessed by Rishabha. Rishabha lifts up the energies to higher planes by utterance. Let utterance be uplifting.
True knowledge leads one to service.
Trust, faith and patience bring the best gifts of life to an ardent one!
May we attune to the Voice of Silence and express, per need!
Cooperation is the other word for service. Competition is the loophole for all.
Cooperation is the key virtue amidst disciples. Back-biting is the evil that destroys.
Be a trustee, not an owner of any.

The owner is One and only One.

Be trustworthy.
Master Marbles move around.

Magical changes marvel.
Messages descend in Silence.
Silence is also message.
From faith to knowledge and from knowledge to action we move on, joyfully.
God in Aquarius is: Endless Blue, Nameless and Formless!
The mystery of life is ever concealed
and is revealed thru Time.
May comprehension be expansive.

May Aquarian moon prevail!
The swan song is the solace to the soul in the world!
Listen within and relax!
Learning is to change for the better. We continue to learn.
Multiplying the caring hands is a noble act of Goodwill.

May Goodwill prevail!
Silence is the outcome of Wisdom!
Recollection of ‘I Am That I am’ is Sadhana.

To stay as ‘That’ is Siddhi.
Presence sets order in life and permeates as Wisdom.

Wisdom keeps us afloat, as life flows.
Neutrality is yoga.
Co-operation is the key word of Hierarchy!
Ensure it in 3 worlds!
The Eagle eye spots minutest creature!
Be as observant!
Guard - Guardian - Gardener
Be a guard not to yourself, but to others.

Be a guardian not to yourself but to others and be a gardener if you can.
The growth of the Tree is in the strength of the seed. The strength of the seed is in its sprouting ability. The strength of the sprout is the inherent inspiration.

Inspiration is God given.
Bring the mind to heart regularly, Pranayama is the only method. Mind unrelated to heart is self-defeating and destructive.

The field of heart offers healthy soil for the seed of mind to grow. Ensure that the soil of the heart is not marshy and the chamber of heart carries vital airs and no waters.
When the latent fire in you and the active air of Pranayama associate with the sound of Aakasha, the lift-up happens.
The outgoing mind associates with exhalation. Exhalation is inexplicably linked with inhalation. Inhalation helps return of outgoing mind. Association with inhalation, more than exhalation enables listening within.
Let us move on at a uniform speed where the breath is not disturbed.
Actions and speeches, that disturb the rhythm of breath are unworthy.
The Seer sees, not only the seed, but the design within. He relates accordingly.
Intimate connections can be uplifting. When the science of relating is known!
The Presence upholds and is immanent in all the three worlds.
Spirit supports matter.
But matter conditions spirit.
Conditioning a support is but ignorance.
Cordiality, coordination, cooperation, communication are qualities liked by the Hierarchy! Let us emulate them.
One becoming two is for play.

Two can lead you to three, the World.

Two becomes one again in Yoga.
To be righteous is better than to be religious.
Essence of religiousness is righteousness.
Comprehension of patterns of manifestation of Energy is knowledge.
Cognize the message behind the number, the color, the sound and the symbol. The Divine relates to you through any of the four means.
Knowledge dispels superstition.
Pure knowledge dispels even tradition.
Concepts of God are but windows to God. Sticking to windows is ignorance. Looking to the sky through the windows is the Way. Window is but facility.
God is omnipotent.
Man has the potential to realize Him.
The Path is eightfold Yoga.
Stone is but an irregular shape and is hard.
Brick is but shape cut to order.
Uncut stone is a hindrance to build a Temple.
Cut yourself to size to fit into this building.
Devotees are stones, disciples are bricks. The former are around the Temple. The latter fit into the Temple.
Discipleship is but self-sculpturing. Utilize the eye for sight, insight and vision. The sight, insight and vision helps in such sculpturing.
Even the Sun has a preceptor. Why not you?
Preceptor reaches you, neglect him not. Listen to him with keen ear.
Hearing is a special Wisdom. It demands inner silence.
Cooperation is a personal virtue and coordination a groupal virtue. Collectivity is the common note.
Orderly functioning at groupal level is the fundamental for coordination.
A robe and a staff decorate a saint.
A crown and a sphere decorate a ruler.
Acts of goodwill decorate a disciple.
Humility decorates all.
Mind in its coolest state experiences the Voice of Silence. Meditation leads to it.
Blue in its triple gradation reveals the Sound of Silence. The seers crave to listen.
Numbers are not only accurate but are impersonal.
Knowledge of symbols open the door to scriptures.
Symbols, colors, sounds and numbers are the fundamental keys to scriptures.
The rhythm of breath leads you to the Music of the Soul. The Music of the Soul opens vistas of Light and Sound.
An ever-expanding consciousness prefers to listen than to speak.

Good speakers are but good listeners.
Motive decides the color of Karma. As long as motive exists Karma continuous to be. Impersonality is the key.
Occultism is to perceive the imperceptible secrets of perceptible Universe. It demands insight. Just sight is not enough.
Justice is suggested by Jupiter, analyzed by Mercury and imposed by Saturn.
Perception of the needs of surrounding life and responding to them opens doors to the Super-Mundane.
Stop at-once being critical of creation. 
Creation is Divine. 
Train yourself to comprehend.
Even earth worm contributes to Earth. We the men need to learn how to contribute. Instead, man wants to be a savior.
Life is a swing organized by Time. Forward and backward movements are normal. Rejoice this swing.
Let life bloom itself like a flower, spreading beauty and fragrance around. Flowers do not make noise in their blooming.
In a seer the four elements are harmonized. He is ever engaged with the Sound of Silence.
As much as you proceed in life, know that the life recedes. The trick of time is unfathomable.
Realize the Temple within. Release the Temple service at once. Be the image that transmits seven celestial lights.
The deeper you dip, you land in blue, unfathomable.
Golden you are in the middle.
Your dynamics are but shades of red.
You are soli-lunar.
Perceive Me.
in between two objects,
in between two thoughts,
in between inhalation and exhalation,
in between the eye-brows,
in between the visible and the invisible,
in between the past and future.
The interlude is the key to Me.
Triangle enables creative perception. Square enables manifestation. Triangle over the square is the key to Magic. Be magical.
Man craves to be decorative and to be crowned.
A peacock is naturally decorative and crowned.
Normal temperament enables natural decoration and crowning.
The freshness and the fragrance of a rose, jasmine and lavender are better cognized in the subtle world than in the mundane. So is a man of Wisdom. most of the habits we have.
Karma is not only individual, it extends to family, to group one relates to and to society at large. Service at all levels is the key.
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